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Socialist Students

H

igher education (HE) is under attack.

deregulation and ‘competitiveness’. On
page nine of the White Paper, the Bill’s
predecessor, we can read “Competition
between providers in any market
incentivises them to raise their game,
offering consumers a greater choice
of more innovative and better quality
products and services at lower cost.

Recent and not so recent
policies, stretching from the current
Conservative government to Blair’s New
Labour, have constituted a vicious and
continuous attack on HE. The system’s
objective should be to provide goodquality, free and accessible education to
everyone, based not on their financial
and class position but on their needs
and aspirations. The most recent
attacks, especially the Higher Education
and Research Bill, but also the end
of maintenance grants, further sharp
increases in tuition fees and the ongoing
treatment of international students,
constitute a clear move towards
privatisation and education run for
profit. They will hit working-class and
disadvantaged students hardest.

The essence of the HE Bill is
summarised
with
the
always
treacherous words of market approach,

Changes in regulations, with the
introduction of a single ‘Office for
Students’, the implementation of the socalled Teaching Excellence Framework,
the facility for new private providers
to enter the system and the ability for
institutions to raise tuition fees above
£9,000, are some of the main outcomes
on the document.
What this actually means is that the
current regulatory mechanisms, flawed
as they may be, will be replaced with
an opaque body that has, as a primary
goal: “competition, choice and student
interest”. But this body will act not in the
interest of students but of capitalism,
turning students in consumers, and using
choice as a byword for privatisation.

Higher Education and
Research Bill

education should not be a marketplace.

Higher education is no exception”. This
belies their real agenda: integrating
HE fully into the market. But students
are not consumers, universities are not
‘providers’, courses are not products and

The Teaching Excellence Framework
(TEF) will become the standard to
evaluate universities. It will push
universities away from being places
of learning and towards being jobfactories. Indeed, the main metrics
used by the TEF are employability and
average earnings of graduates, which in
truth depend more on the volatile jobs
market than on the quality of education.
It is no surprise that even government
appointed committees have raised
questions about these guidelines.

Whereas public universities need to
have a diverse approach – providing a
range of subjects, combining teaching
with research and being expected to
acquire grants – for-profit universities
have none of these obligations.
They can provide for as many or as
few subjects, students and types of
education as they wish. They are not
obligated to provide for society but
feed from it. Their aim is profiteering,
not educating. The change from an
educational approach to a market
based approach will just promote
and deepen the current inequalities
which affect working-class, BAME
and international students the most.
Raising tuition fees is perhaps the
most visible and immediate of the
repercussions.
Unregulated
fees
are a plight already experienced by
international students, which underlines
the unfairness of a system that is
intended, first and foremost, to be based
on profit. Once again, students from
poor and working-class backgrounds
will be discouraged from taking huge,
unrepayable loans for something that will
be viewed more as a simple investment
and not an opportunity to better yourself

and society. The effect of this bill is clear:
an attack on the working-class.
Both the National Union of Students
(NUS) and the University and College
Union (UCU) have strongly criticised the
bill, calling for it to be scrapped, and
agreed on a joint demonstration on 19
November, for free and public education
and to combat the current attacks. This
reinforces how serious and damaging
the current plans for HE are.

Education ﬁghtback

Education does not exist in a vacuum.
The attack on HE is part of a wider
campaign to attack education, public
services, the National Health Service
and the welfare state in general. It is a
drive to take away the improvements
that were achieved through workers’
struggles, trying to squash the idea
that we should have a society that
provides for the needs and aspirations
of the many. Our struggle for a free,
public education system is linked to the
struggles of workers and communities to
defend their jobs, living conditions and
public services and to fight for a society
run not in the interests of profit but to

satisfy the needs and aspirations of all.
Only through a socialist society, where
every student, worker and community
member can discuss and have a
democratic say in how things should be
run, can we ensure a fulfilling, effective
and beneficial education system. A
system not just designed to ready
people for the ‘job market’ but for their
own personal insight and enjoyment
and for the betterment of society.
But what can we do right now to fight
for free, high-quality public education,
and to defeat the Higher Education Bill?
First of all, we need to organise. Only
a concerted and consistent opposition
to the changes being made can stop
them in their tracks, or even reverse
them. To that end, Socialist Students is
taking part in a nationwide campaign
against the HE Bill and for free, public
higher education. The National Demo
on 19 November will be essential as
a stepping stone in building a wide,
sustained movement.
But we also need to link up the
struggles. Right now, workers and
communities everywhere are fighting
for their rights. One example is the fight
of the junior doctors for fair pay and a
safe NHS, which also affects medical
students and other NHS workers. Nurses
and student nurses are also fighting to
keep their student bursary. But it is also
linked to every struggle for workers’
rights, and for public services. Only a
massive movement of students and
education and research workers linked
with the wider anti-austerity and trade
union movements will be successful in
stopping these attacks.
Recently, a report found that the
graduate jobs market is still dominated
by wealthy, white males. This shows
how capitalism, a system that is based
in the private ownership of the ‘means
of production’ with the objective of
maximising profits, does not prioritise
the wellbeing of people. The fact that
the majority of our generation will be
worse off than our parents, shows that
capitalism does not only affect our
education, but everything else.
We need to struggle for a democratically
planned society that provides for all
and not just to the wealthy few. Only
by replacing the current system with
a socialist society can we guarantee
education that is public, free, highquality, accessible and fair for all.
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s this magazine goes to press, the
Labour leadership contest is drawing to a close. Although we still await the
announcement of the result on 24 September, it is already clear that the party’s
bitter civil war will not be simply resolved
when the winning candidate is named.
This is a struggle over the ‘soul’ of the
Labour Party. It has nothing to do with
the competence, personal qualities or
even electability of Jeremy Corbyn. It is
about politics. There is a reason that the
establishment has thrown everything at
attempting remove Corbyn from his position. Right-wing MPs, former party leaders, the capitalist media, Virgin trains and
even David Cameron have all weighed in
against him.

because they fear for Labour’s electoral
prospects, but because his leadership,
and the hopes and aspirations it has inspired in hundreds of thousands of working class people, represents a threat to

the interests of their class – the capitalists or rich 1%.

In the words of John McDonnell, Labour’s compliance unit has conducted a
‘rigged purge’. This has denied votes to
trade union leaders, decades long Labour members and thousands more Corbyn supporters on spurious and trumped
up grounds. And it comes after the NEC’s
outrageous exclusion of more than
130,000 Labour members who joined after January.

After all, it was not for nothing that
Thatcher considered ‘New Labour’ to be
her greatest achievement. This project
was designed to make the Labour party
a safe political vehicle for pursuing the
interests of capitalism.

The forces ranged against Corbyn are
desperate to see the back of him, not

And it is this question, the question of
whose class interests the Labour party

New Labour

should represent, that is really at stake in
this contest.
On the one hand, around Jeremy Corbyn, there is the outline of a party that
could act to further the interests of working class and young people. Corbyn’s
policies – of opposing cuts, supporting a
£10 an hour minimum wage, renationalisation of the railways and free education
– have resonated with thousands who
are hungry for an alternative to the miserable politics of austerity.
But while this anti-austerity party exists
in embryo, the right-wing rump of New
Labour largely remains in place. Overwhelmingly, it is Blairites (and similar)
who continue to dominate in the party’s
structures and machinery.
The vast majority of Labour MPs and
councillors belong to this category. They
are, in reality, red Tories. And while they
often object to this label, it is basically
accurate. Their politics differs from those
who sit opposite them in parliament
primarily on matters of nuance. On the
substantial issues – of austerity, privatisation or war– most Labour MPs have
views which are diametrically opposed
to those of Jeremy Corbyn and his supporters.

Blairites out
That’s why it would be naïve to assume
that peaceful co-existence will be established once the result of the contest
is announced. There are many possibilities for what could happen afterwards.
There could be splits and realignments.
New formations could emerge. But while
there is no way to be certain about which
scenarios might unfold, one thing is
clear: If, as seems overwhelmingly likely,
Jeremy Corbyn emerges from this contest victorious, the right will fight on as
viciously as ever.
For the Blairites there is an enormous
amount at stake. But for working class
people there is even more. That is why
Corbyn supporters – including students
and young people – need to be organised.

Reselection
Effectively supporting Jeremy Corbyn
means being realistic about what is necessary in order for him to strengthen

Labour MPs are prepared to sign up to
support an anti-cuts, pro-working class
programme, they should be immediately
shown the door. The summer coup has
proven decisively that a so-called conciliatory approach, whereby concessions
are made to the right in the interests
of ‘bringing together all sides’, is actually completely ineffective in achieving
‘unity’.
Instead, the leadership should seek unity not with Blairite MPs but with working
class, anti-austerity and socialist forces
both inside and outside the Labour
party. Momentum, which was initially
set up to bring together and organise all
Corbyn supporters, has made a mistake
in capitulating to Tom Watson’s demand
to exclude individual socialists and organisations deemed ‘unacceptable’ by
Labour’s right-wing machinery. For this
reason, along with its refusal to challenge right-wing MPs and councillors, so
far Momentum has not played a useful
role in this struggle.
In fact, the Labour party should itself

Democracy
As part of the task of transforming Labour into a party which can properly represent the interests of working class people, we must fight for it to be refounded
on a genuinely democratic basis, with
trade union rights fully restored. This
means welcoming back those who left or
were excluded during the long decades
of Labour support for war, cuts, privatisation and so-on.
As student supporters of Jeremy Corbyn, this means our tasks are two-fold.
On the one hand we need to support
and increase the pressure for there to be
no retreat on key policies including free
education – which have won such huge
enthusiasm from young people. That’s
why participating in the anti-austerity
struggle and supporting Corbyn are organically linked.
On the other, we need to actively engage
in the battle to kick out the Blairites and
fight for a Labour party that stands in the
interests of the 99%. In fact, even were
Labour itself to suffer a split, a smaller
parliamentary party (whether under the
Labour banner or not) could rapidly win
mass support if based around clear, anticuts, socialist politics.

Socialism

his position and implement the policies
which generated such enthusiasm. Recent polling has shown that the majority
of Corbyn backers – some 59% – now favour mandatory re-selection for Labour
MPs. Far from being about bullying or
intimidation as some right-wingers have
claimed, re-selection actually means giving Labour members and trade unionists
a genuine say in who represents their
party in parliament. In fact, it is basic democracy.
Indeed, it is absolutely necessary to
draw some clear lines in the sand. Unless

become a home for all anti-austerity socialist fighters and organisations. When
it was first set up, Labour was a federal
organisation made up of different trade
unions and socialist groups. And it still
retains remnants of that structure. Over
the summer, there have been reports
of right-wing MPs plotting to use their
‘joint’ status as both Labour and Co-op
party representatives as a way of creating a separate, anti-Corbyn block in parliament. But if the Co-op party can participate within Labour, why are socialist
and anti-austerity organisations prevented from doing so?

Because ultimately, successfully challenging austerity, opposing racism, fighting for a £10 an hour minimum wage,
or for free education, all mean being
prepared to challenge the capitalist system itself. One of Jeremy Corbyn’s most
popular policies has been his call for the
renationalisation of the railways. But really he should go much further. Socialists
argue that rather than allowing a superrich, unaccountable few to wield vast
control over swathes of the economy,
and by extension the lives of millions, the
big monopolies that dominate should
be taken into public ownership and run
democratically in in the interests of people not profit. This would allow for an
end to the chaos of the market and the
crises it produces. Instead the economy
could be planned democratically in order
to meet the needs and desires of the majority, without destroying the planet.
Only once free of the constraints of
capitalism, would we be able to build a
society based on solidarity not division,
peace not war, and of genuine plenty
and security for everyone – not just a
tiny few.
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I

n the last year, socialist ideas have been
shot to prominence. “Socialism” was the
most searched term in Merriam Webster
Online dictionary in America for 2015.
The ideas of Bernie Sanders and Jeremy
Corbyn have earned them mass followings, particularly of young people. On the
other hand, the establishment politicians
have taken a beating. Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump are the two most disliked
presidential candidates in history, and
our current Tory government was elected
by only 24% of the electorate.
Young and working class people are becoming tired of and angry at the relentless austerity measures implemented in
countries across the world. Many of us are
saddled with huge student debt, work low
paid jobs on zero-hour contracts and can
only dream of affording to own a house.
For the first time, we are a generation that
will be worse off than our parents. People
everywhere are beginning to realise that
our current system isn’t working and are
looking to socialism as a better, fairer alternative.
However, there are many reservations

and prejudices that people have about socialism. With this short article, I hope to
answer some of these questions and dispel some of these myths.
Many people argue that “Socialism is
a great idea on paper, but won’t work
in practice”. In general, this argument is
based on three misconceptions
1. We don’t have enough resources for
everyone to have a good standard of
living
The argument that there is not enough
money to go around is a lie peddled by big
business and capitalist politicians. It helps
them to justify austerity and keeping
workers in low paid jobs with poor conditions. Under current system, workers sell
their labour to bosses, and are paid for
their work. However, capitalism is always
driven by the need to make bigger and
bigger profits. To do this, wages, public
services and conditions are cut lower and
lower. Workers are paid far less than the
value of what they actually produce – and
that is where companies’ massive profits
originate from.
In 2015 alone, pharmaceutical giants
GSK and AstraZeneca made profits totalling $11bn. This is equal to $75,000 per
employee. Profits like this could be used
to give huge pay rises or fund public ser-

vices such as the NHS.
Furthermore, the Tory government’s
cuts to corporation tax mean that businesses will soon be paying nearly £8bn
per year less tax than they were in 2015.
£8.7bn is what is needed to put all people
currently on the minimum wage on £10
an hour, massively improving their quality
of life.
While working class people have been
tightening their belts and suffering the
blows of austerity, the rich in society have
continued to get richer. For the first time
in history, the richest 1% of people own
the same amount as the rest of the world
combined. There is enormous wealth in
society, the problem is it’s currently concentrated in the hands of a tiny few.
2. But people are too selfish for socialism to work
It is often said that people are ‘too
greedy’ to adapt to a society where wealth
would be shared more equally. This is
again untrue. In ancient human societies,
people worked together in order to ensure that everyone had enough food, water and shelter to survive. It was only after
humans got better at farming and began
to produce a surplus that some people began to take control of this surplus and use
it to amass wealth and power.

Human behaviour often reflects the
norms of the society in which people live.
Capitalism actively encourages selfish behaviour teaching us that unless you ‘work
hard’ and compete with others for the top
jobs, you will fail. Under capitalism, poor
people are labelled as lazy, as if it is their
fault that they have failed to get a wellpaid job, when in reality it is capitalism’s
failure to provide enough jobs that has
denied them the chance of a better life.
But working class people, especially
when they are organised and engaged in
struggle to improve their lives, instinctively understand that solidarity and unity are
essential in order to win better conditions
for everyone.
In a socialist society, we would democratically plan production in order to meet
the needs and desires of ordinary people.
3. The capitalists in power are too
strong to be beaten
This is what they would like you to believe! Although the capitalists seem to
control everything with their power and
wealth, they are vastly outnumbered by
ordinary, working class people.
And the working class, if united and organised, has enormous potential power.
That’s because it’s workers who produce
the goods, provide the services and generally keep society running. So working class
people have huge economic power. This
has been proven time and time again by
the many reforms and improvements won
through workers’ struggle. The crisis of
capitalism, and the brutal austerity measures that are taking place, are not going
unnoticed. The eruption of movements

around Bernie Sanders and Jeremy Corbyn, the Black Lives Matter struggle and
countless other examples of resistance all
show that working class and young people
are determined to fight back.
Won’t socialism just end in Stalinism?
Many people look to the development
of Stalinism as evidence that socialism
will never work. However, in the first few
years after the 1917 Revolution, Russia
was one of the most democratic countries on earth. During these few years,
massive improvements were made for
ordinary people, including equal legal
rights for women and education for all.
Revolutions began to spread to other
countries, but despite the determination of working class people, mistakes
by the leaders of workers’ and socialist
organisations in these countries meant
they were unsuccessful in overthrowing capitalism. This left the Soviet Union
isolated. There were also many years of
civil war within Russia, with the defeated
ruling class backed by twenty-one foreign
capitalist armies in attempting to defeat
the fledgling socialist state. This resulted in the deaths of many of the original
Bolshevik leaders, and, coupled with the
economic backwardness of Russian society at the time, this gave space for a
privileged bureaucracy to begin to form,
led by Stalin.
This bureaucracy turned what had been
the beginnings of a socialist society into a
brutal dictatorship, keeping the planned

economy but removing democratic rights
from the people of Russia.
Conditions today are entirely different
from those 100 years ago, and many of
the issues faced then would no longer be
relevant in an advanced capitalist country
like Britain. Despite this, we can still take
valuable lessons from the Russian revolution.
Why do we need to transform
society? Coudn’t we just make gradual
improvements under capitalism?
As socialists we celebrate every reform
that has been won by the working class,
from the NHS to council houses and the
right to vote. In fact, socialists are the
hardest fighters for reforms. We must remember that none of these gains were
handed to us by capitalists. Instead they
were won in hard fought battles by the
working class. But many of the reforms
won in the past are now being stripped
away through continuous cuts and austerity measures.
Under capitalism, no improvements we
win are permenant. Unless they are ferociously defended, they will be stripped
away. Indeed, the only way to make these
victories permenant is to break with capitalism altogether.
Only in a socialist society, run in the interests of the 99%, can the improvements
won through workers’ struggle be guaranteed in the interests of future generations.
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An interview wit
Darletta is interviewed
by Gareth Bromhall,
Swansea University
Socialist Students

I

n April, a video of your interview
about free college tuition with the
Murdoch-owned Fox News went viral
with over 7 million views and 130,000
shares on social media. In the video you
wear a Socialist Alternative t-shirt and
talk about the failure of the capitalist
system to address the educational
needs of the US. What made you want
get involved in socialist politics and
activism?
Yes, and now that video has reached
over 30 million views and hundreds of
thousands of shares! Until two years ago
I was not very politically active at all. I
had no idea what capitalism was or even
socialism. During my childhood I had a
pretty hard life, extremely impoverished
living on the south side of Chicago. So
I always knew what inequality and racism felt like, I just never had the words
to describe it. Fast forward to 2014 I
met a member of Socialist Alternative
who put on his Facebook page he was
having a book club reading for The New
Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander. That
book changed my entire outlook on life.
I had skepticism like many young people
about the system; I went through my

period of conspiracy theories. The way
Michelle Alexander was able to lay all
the facts out in such a clear manner really did it for me. I was enraged, sad,
and hurt and I remember in that book
club meeting asking, “What can we do
to stop this?” Ever since then I’ve been a
proud socialist.

The #BlackLivesMatter movement
and protests in support of it have been
substantial. They have even spread to
the UK where over the summer large
protests have occurred in London,
Cardiff, Leeds and several others cities
across Europe. Police brutality and the
disproportionally high killing of Black
Americans are being protested on a
large scale. What do you think the
movement needs to do next to further
its aims?
The BLM movement has been so
powerful, and I give so much credit to
the young black organizers who have

in the Us

committed so much time in directing everyone’s attention to the issue
of state-sanctioned killings of black
people. Going back to Michelle Alexander’s book, she talks about mass incarceration: “It is a system that operates
to control people, often at early ages,
and virtually all aspects of their lives af-

ter they have been viewed as suspects
in some kind of crime.” The brave people of Ferguson who decided enough
is enough and spoke out can never be
understated. With that being said, the
lack of a clear analysis of capitalism in
relation to racism has limited the movement’s ability to provide a tangible way
forward. There is a danger that this then
leads to a vacuum which could be filled
by opportunists, NGOs and Democratic
Party operatives that will try to redirect
the movement back into their institutions where they will then dilute it or
remove it all together.
Their also needs to be more links to

the international struggle. For some
people this is happening, but many in
the movement haven’t connected the
role of racism to imperialism. I believe
more of an international connection will
have to lead to greater class consciousness in regards to black struggle. A clear
break from the Democratic Party and its
institutions is needed for this movement
to reach its full potential. Also needed is
a more grassroots approach to organizing.
Bernie Sanders and his call for a
“Political Revolution” have obviously
struck a chord with millions of working
class American people and exit polls
are showing that Bernie was the
overwhelming choice of young voters.
This, along with the election of Kshama
Sawant in Seattle, shows that socialist
ideas are on the rise. In fact, online
dictionary Merriam-Webster recently
announced that “socialism” was the
most searched term in the US in 2015.
Why do you think that is?
The Bernie Sanders campaign has created a great deal of positivity towards
left ideas and openness to the ‘S word’.
His campaign also demonstrated very
clearly that you don’t have to take money from big business to run a successful campaign. Socialist Alternative was
able to demonstrate this in Seattle with
Kshama Sawant’s victory, but to see it
done on a national level is important.
For many millennials and youth, capitalism hasn’t been able to fulfil its promises. Many youth today reject ‘traditional’
views on the economy, sexuality, gender, race and so on, so it’s not surprising
they are open to the ideas of socialism.
We also have to keep in mind the generation that grew up in McCarthyism
and the red scares are older and retir-

ing. The crisis of capitalism has created
a situation where people are looking
for alternatives. That is why it is so important that the left in the US is actively
engaging in these current struggles because more and more people are open
and willing to hear about these ideas.
At the recent Democratic National
Convention, Bernie endorsed Hillary
Clinton for president, after over a year
of denouncing her as a warmonger and
a representative for Wall Street. What
would you say to those enthused by
Bernie and his platform for change,
but now unsure what to do after his
endorsement?
Understandably many people feel they
have to vote for Clinton because she
is the ‘lesser evil’ compared to Trump.
He is a rampant racist, bigot and xenophobe so I understand the worry about
him. I, as a black mother, worry a great
deal myself. With that being said, given
Hillary and her political history, her policies, everything Bernie has exposed her
to be, I cannot cast a vote for her. When
we look at Trump we also have to look
at the conditions that have led so many
voters to support him. A lot of those
conditions were presided over by Hillary and the Democrats. Unless we break
from the two party system and this
merry go round of ‘lesser evilism’ we
will find ourselves in this same position
4 or 8 years from now, with even worse
candidates to choose from.
It’s time to invest in third party options. My vote will be for the Green Party candidate, Jill Stein.
We also have to continue building
mass movements around living wages,
free college education, universal healthcare, police accountability, environmental issues and the horrendous TPP.

These movements will have to be built
from the ground up, bringing activists
and labor together to defeat the procorporate attacks.
In the past academic year, the Million
Student March (MSM) took place across
115 campuses with tens of thousands
of students walking out and protesting
around demands for free tuition, $15
an hour and cancellation of student
debt. These demands are similar to
those of the student movement in
the UK. Were you involved in this
campaign? And can you tell us a bit
more about the developments in the
student movement in the US?
Yes we actually had a second national
day of action this year in April which led
to the interview I did with Fox. We also
decided to pay special attention to the
struggles of black and brown students
on campuses that have a more unique
experience because of racism. We added a fourth demand of ‘divestment from
private prisons from all colleges and universities’. I talk extensively about this in
the Fox interview. We also collaborated
with a lot of student activist groups as
well as local activists and campus students to make this happen.
Right now student organizing is on the
rise again and this is exciting, which is
why Socialist Alternative in launching a
national campaign called Socialist Students taking a lot of inspiration from
student organizing in the UK, South Africa and other areas. We want to connect
the struggles of students in the US to
the struggles happening internationally
as well as connecting other issues like
poverty, sexism, racism, homophobia
and environmental issues as well as the
issue of student debt. We want to show
that fundamentally capitalism is rooted
in exploitation and inequality and the
fight for liberation has to take place
outside of the institutions dominated
by corporate power. Anyone who wants
to join in that struggle should consider
joining Socialist Alternative.
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he 1936 Spanish revolution was one
of the most heroic and, at the same
time, greatest missed opportunities in
the history of the struggle for a fair and
equal society. The revolution took place
in the first part of the civil war that tore
Spain apart between 1936 and 1939. On
one side were the progressive forces – including over 50,000 volunteers from all
around the world – supporting the antifascist struggle. On the other, there were
the conservative and fascist forces led by
General Franco – including thousands of
troops sent by Nazi Germany and fascist Italy – defending the privileges of the Spanish ruling classes. It was one of the most
epic conflicts in modern history, which in
many ways anticipated the Second World
War. It might have even prevented it if the
1936 revolution had succeeded. So how
did it get there in the first place?
Up until the 1930s, Spain had largely
been an agrarian country controlled by a
small ruling elite comprising the monarchy, the big landowners, rich industrialists,
the Catholic Church and the military aristocracy. In 1931, mass struggles brought
down the right-wing military dictatorship,

and a coalition of liberal, social-democratic and socialist parties came to power
after winning general elections. King Alfonso abdicated and the Second Spanish
Republic was thus born.

Revolution
However, the halfway reforms of the
new government paved the way for
right-wing forces, including fascistsympathising forces, to win back power
in the 1933 elections. The two years
that followed were marked by big cuts
in wages and purges of Republican
sympathisers from public institutions.
This triggered a chain of strikes and
workers’ uprisings, such as the rebellion
of Asturian workers in October 1934,
which was brutally suppressed by
authorities, who killed 5,000 workers
and imprisoned another 30,000! This
growing wave of struggles radicalised
the Spanish workers, peasants and
youth in a way that prepared the ground
for the revolutionary events of 1936.
The general elections in February 1936
were won by a broad left-wing coalition
called the Popular Front, which included
both moderate and radical parties, such
as the Communist Party. By joining this
coalition, the communists followed the socalled ‘stages theory’ adopted by the Stalincontrolled Communist International,
which claimed that economically

backward countries such as Spain need
first to develop capitalism before building
socialism. In turn, this entailed a policy
of winning over ‘progressive’ capitalists
and forming electoral coalitions with the
parties representing them. This theory
overlooked the fundamental fact that –
just like Russia before the 1917 Revolution
– the incipient capitalist classes in
‘backward’ countries like Spain were too
dependent on big capitalist powers to
be able to develop the economy in their
own countries. Such a task could only be
carried out by the workers and peasants
themselves taking charge of the economy
and developing it with the help of their
fellow working men and women from
more advanced capitalist countries – a
planned and democratically controlled
economy that would serve the needs of
the people rather than the quest for profit
of domestic and foreign capitalists.
Large sections of the Spanish workers and peasants understood this better
than the Communist Party itself and, in
less than 48 hours following the victory
of the Popular Front, lands and factories
were occupied, managers with known fascist views were sent home, the 44-hour
week was introduced and 30,000 political prisoners were released! Indeed, over
the following five months, 113 local general strikes took place across the country,
showing that the Spanish working classes
did not have any more patience for the

halfway reforms of the government.

from becoming the political force that
the revolution needed. Firstly, it joined
the regional government in Catalonia, the
very same government that was opposing
the popular militias and that eventually
banned the POUM itself the following year.
Secondly, it did not employ an energetic
policy of dialogue and joint struggle with
the millions of workers organised in the
PSOE-controlled UGT union and the much
bigger and more revolutionary CNT union,
controlled by the anarchists. Indeed, the
POUM might have become a mass revolutionary party if it had managed to attract
the more politically responsible members
of the CNT and UGT who disagreed with
the bankrupt policy of their leadership to
refuse political power while collaborating
with the counter-revolutionary government for the sake of unity.

Counter-revolution
A few months later though, on 17 July, a
right-wing military coup backed by an array of fascist, conservative and monarchist
forces started in Morocco and then spread
in southern and western Spain. The government – who had been given intelligence about an imminent military coup
since April – was weak in its reaction and
even tried to negotiate with the rebels.
However, once again, people did not wait
for the government to get its act together
but took to the streets asking for weapons
to fight against the fascists. The government denied that to them, so the people
had to arm themselves: in Barcelona, Madrid and other cities, they stormed army
barracks and, by appealing to rank-andfile soldiers, managed to seize weapons
and ammunition. Popular militias were
created throughout the country, and land
and industry were collectivised in areas
where the coup was defeated. Against the
background of intense political struggle
in the previous six months, this meant
that Spain found itself on the verge of a
bottom-up revolution of the working class
and peasantry. All that was necessary to
bring this revolution to completion was
for the new working class power to be
united in a workers’ government across
the territory.
Unfortunately, none of the main groups
on the left managed to fully understand
this revolutionary situation. The Socialist
Workers’ Party (PSOE) was split between
a right-wing faction and a left-wing one
led by Largo Caballero, known by many
as the “Spanish Lenin”. Despite having the

majority in the party, Caballero tried to
please the right-wing for the sake of ‘harmony’. This compromising strategy made
him prime minister in September 1936.
However, instead of supporting the revolution, Caballero opposed the formation
of workers’ councils, supported the disbanding of the popular militias and even
tried to merge with the Stalinist-led Communist Party.

Stalinism
The Stalinist CP remained loyal to their
‘stages theory’ and insisted that defeating the fascists was more important than
the revolution. They failed to see that the
two were fundamentally interdependent,
as the Spanish people would have fought
even more bravely against the fascists
while defending not merely a capitalist
republic but a socialist revolution that
would have truly liberated them from the
chains of poverty and exploitation. Such
a revolution was the best way to mobilise the people and defeat the fascists. Instead, the Stalinists were more concerned
with undermining and supressing the other Left-wing groups that opposed them,
such as the Partido Obrero de Unificaciόn
Marxista (POUM).

POUM
Founded by former Trotskyists, the
POUM was a communist but anti-Stalinist
party mainly based in Catalonia. They had
a more revolutionary outlook than the
other parties and, throughout 1936, their
membership went from only 1,000 to over
70,000! However, the POUM also made
two big mistakes that prevented them

In the absence of a truly revolutionary
party that would coordinate the popular
movement across the country and give it
a coherent political programme and structure, the revolution failed to develop. By
the summer of 1937 – after a mass uprising in Barcelona against the counterrevolution was defeated – the revolution
had been fully repressed by the new government of Juan Negrin (leader of PSOE’s
right-wing faction). As the masses became
increasingly disillusioned with the republican government, the fascist forces made
more and more gains, which culminated
with their victory in early 1939. Two hundred thousand people had died in the
three years of civil war and another two
hundred thousand fell victims of the fascist repression that followed. The famous
line of the Marxist philosopher Walter
Benjamin, that “behind every fascism,
there is a failed revolution”, had been
proven correct once again…
Today, as the struggle against capitalism is intensifying across Europe – including Spain – and the rest of the world, the
fundamental lesson of the failed Spanish
revolution is as actual as ever: halfway reforms and compromises that try to please
the defenders of the status quo will only
result in the defeat of the left and thus
reinforce that very status quo. As Trotsky
put it just in 1936, “the peoples of the
world will pay for the historic crime of reformism with new wars and revolutions”.
That is why, in order to avoid that from
happening, what was needed in Spain
eighty years ago is still needed today: a
revolutionary mass party that is ready to
go head-to-head with capitalism and its
defenders in order to build a world free
from poverty, oppression and war.
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The EU referendum , Brexit and its aftermath have been a topic of intense
debate over the last year, both on the left and in society as a whole. Here,
Theo Sharrieff-Winston from Nottingham Socialist Students offers his opinion
on the referendum, its ramiﬁcations and, crucially, what comes next.

O

n 23 June 2016 over seventeen million people voted to leave the EU.
They did so in defiance of a huge ‘Project Fear’ campaign telling them to vote
to remain. At base, notwithstanding
the right-wing racist campaign run by
the official exit campaigns, the vote to

leave the EU was a working class revolt
against everything we have suffered:
cuts in public services, low pay, insecure
work, expensive housing and more. Yet
at the same time a massive 73% of 18
to 24 year olds voted to remain, and
many of them for good reasons. In the

eyes of many students the EU was seen
as an internationalist antidote to the
toxic racism and xenophobia of the official Leave campaign. As a socialist,
I am internationalist. But I voted and
campaigned for exit. I did so partly because the EU is undemocratic. The main
policy making power is concentrated in
the bureaucratic European Commission,
which is itself appointed by the European Council (made up of the heads of the
28 EU states). The elected European Parliament is virtually powerless. Central
to my opposition to the EU, however,
is that it is an Employers’ Union which
consistently drives for increased neo-liberalism: cuts, privatisation and austerity.
As a result the EU fuels xenophobia and
racism on a continental scale.
Many media outlets, however, have
reported an increase in racist and antiimmigrant attacks in the aftermath of
Britain’s decision to leave the EU. As
such, all violent attacks against migrant
workers and ethnic minorities need to
be resisted. This needs both organising
within communities and a trade union
based campaign to fight against attacks
on migrant workers’ rights and any possible attempts at deportation. But, as

one international student activist pointed out at a recent national meeting of
Socialist Students, racism existed long
before the exit vote, and was largely
ignored by the very sections of the establishment now seeking to paint leave
voters as a xenophobic mob. In fact,
very often areas with high immigrant
and international populations, such as
Bradford and Coventry, voted to leave
the EU. In these cities 54% and 55% voted for Brexit respectively. In one survey,
77% of leave voters said that they support the full rights of migrants to remain
in the UK.
Scratching beneath the surface reveals
something more politically significant
however. In my own campaigns to defend the NHS, workers’ rights and public services, it became clear as day that
working class leave voters’ main intention was to give the economic and political ruling class a kick in the teeth – a
punishment for years of austerity, insecure jobs, tuition fees and war. Where
concern over levels of immigration
was a factor, it acted mainly as a prism
through which frustration around issues such as the destruction of public
services, joblessness and inadequate
housing could all be expressed, albeit in
a distorted fashion with blame being directed against the wrong people by the
‘little Englanders’ of the official leave
campaigns. Brexit was a working class
revolt by a large section of society which
has little to lose in terms of job security
and living standards.
The referendum result had two main

consequences, each opening up significant opportunities for the growth of a
mass socialist organisation in Britain
today. Firstly the British establishment
has been deeply shaken to its very core.
The majority of Britain’s biggest businesses, as well as the Bank of England,
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and
the International Monetary Fund, were
desperate for a remain vote. This divide
between the capitalist class and workers
and young people was illustrated by Osborne’s ludicrous attempt at scaremongering around the potential collapse of
housing prices in the event of Brexit.
This would be a development which
would, on the one hand, wreak havoc
for the bosses and their profits, but, on
the other, would be welcomed by the
thousands of young people in precarious, low paid work who are constantly
struggling to get on the housing ladder.

Working class revolt
Even more significantly, the working
class has demonstrated that through
mass action it can affect major political change. Cameron’s stark failure to
intimidate people into following the
wishes of the British and European establishment, which ultimately led to his
toppling as Prime Minister, indicates the
strength of mood and potential to initiate a fightback against the Tory government as a whole. Although the Conservatives have for now managed to settle
on a leader with Theresa May, by voting
to leave the EU workers have managed
to expose the deep divisions in the Tory
party. Even though May has temporarily

papered over the cracks, these tensions
still threaten to tear her government
asunder.
What’s more, even if, at this point, the
political revolt has only expressed itself
through the limited scope of a referendum ballot box, there now undeniably
exists the foundation on which a genuine mass struggle could be built. This
should be based on trade union mobilisation and could link and concentrate
the twin efforts of both workers and
students against the attacks they jointly
face.
As such, contrary to the predictions
made by advocates of remain, nothing
has been automatic about the Brexit
vote. Many of the warnings issued
about the consequences of a decision to
leave have yet to materialise. The mass
destruction of workers’ rights which
Frances O’Grady, leader of the TUC, predicted has not yet come to pass. It has
found its first obstacle in the timidity
of Theresa May. Far from being able to
announce openly and comfortably the
government’s intentions of implementing further crushing austerity measures,
the Prime Minister has been forced to
adopt anti-austerity rhetoric, which for
one speech in particular the Guardian
described as ‘striking in highlighting the
need to address the nation’s economic
dysfunctions: inequality, low productivity, excessive executive pay and the
lack of an industrial policy in Britain.’ Of
course, if they can get away with it, the
Tories will regroup and launch further
austerity. But we can make sure they
don’t get away with it! With fresh waves
of attacks on students set to arrive, including plans to increase university tuition fees, the ground to be gained from
uniting around a coherent plan of action
remains massive.
Britain’s vote to exit the EU in and of
itself has resolved none of the issues
which we as students faced before the
referendum. Those problems were, and
still are, rooted in the very fabric of capitalism itself. Yet Brexit has provided serious opportunities for the student movement to not only launch the fightback
on its own front, but also to link with
other sections of the British working
class and begin a truly broad and open
struggle for the socialist transformation
of society. In doing so we should unite
with students and working class people
across Europe, who are also fighting
back against austerity.

For
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Amy Cousens,
from Leeds Beckett
Socialist Students,
interviews Katia
Hancke, ROSA activist
and Socialist Party
member in Ireland.
What got you into being a pro-choice
activist?
I found (and still find!) the hypocrisy
around abortion breath taking. The
political establishment here would
love to close their eyes and pretend
abortion does not exist. In reality one in
four women on this island will have an
abortion at some stage in their life. We
all know people who had to make that
horrible, lonely and secretive journey
to Liverpool or London. While women
from all backgrounds can become in
need of an abortion at some stage in
their lives, living here really exposes that
repressive laws like the 8th amendment
disproportionately hit working class,
immigrant and the most vulnerable

women. If you have the money, you
can get out of the country and get the
procedure done. But if you struggle
financially, are in precarious work, and
have other obstacles to contend with,
it can be very difficult to get out of the
country in time. Abortion is a class issue.
What is the 8th amendment and what
does it mean?
The 8th amendment is an amendment
to the constitution that was voted in
by referendum in 1983, back when the
Catholic Church still had a firm grip on
society. No woman of childbearing age
today had a say about this, but we are
living with the consequences. It states
that “the unborn child” has equal rights
to the mother. Effectively it makes
abortion almost entirely impossible,
unless a woman’s life is at acute risk. In
the whole of 2015 for instance, only 26
abortions were deemed “appropriate”
in the Irish health service. The fight for
abortion rights centres on a referendum
to Repeal this amendment OUT of the
constitution.
What effect are repressive laws having
on women in Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland?

The fact that it is not possible to have a
legal abortion in Ireland, North or South,
but abortion of course happens. Every
week, on average 12 women travel
to England have abortions – and that
is only counting those who give Irish
addresses. On top of that, three women
a day use the abortion pill. Women risk
14 years in jail by having an abortion or
assisting a friend to have one in Ireland.
The alternative (traveling outside the
jurisdiction) is expensive – it will cost
1500 euro or more. As a result, Irish
women are far more likely to have late
abortions.
How are Socialist Party activists and
Anti Austerity Alliance TDs in the
Republic of Ireland leading the fight to
repeal the 8th, and why do you think
it’s important to take a socialist stance
when challenging anti-abortion laws?
Three years ago, Socialist Party activists
set up ROSA. ROSA has grown into a very
successful broad- based campaigning
group that fight for women’s rights from
a socialist feminist perspective. The
struggle for abortion rights has been
one of the key aspects of our work.
With ROSA, we campaign for REAL

choice for women. This means we do
not limit ourselves to a campaign to
change the constitution – we link it with
the need to separate church and state
(the church still has enormous influence
in the maternity hospitals for instance),
for free contraception and proper sex
education, but also for free, quality
public child care. We want women to
have the freedom to choose when to
become a parent in the full sense of the
word. We consciously included “Against
Austerity” in our name as austerity has
hit women disproportionately – both in
the workplace and through the cutting
back of essential services.

The AAA TDs have introduced a Bill for
Repeal before the Dáil (Irish Parliament)
which will be voted on in October. We
use this Bill to build the broadest popular
support for Repeal, but also to put
maximum pressure on the establishment
politicians. As part of this we have
organised an international day of solidarity
actions on 28 September.
How are socialist activists like you
challenging anti-abortion laws?
Two years ago, we challenged the state’s
hypocrisy around abortion pills (which
are confiscated by customs in the South)

by organising the abortion pill train,
bringing abortion pills down from the
North and publicly demonstrating how
safe they can be. We followed that up
one year later with the Abortion Pill
Bus, which travelled around the country
informing women about the pills and
helping women in need. These high profile
actions got national and international
coverage and helped inject boldness
into the growing pro-choice movement
North and South. But we also campaign
on a weekly basis on this issue on the
streets – check out the ROSA FB page
and you get an idea of the phenomenal
support we get when doing this (https://
www.facebook.com/ROSAwomen2014/).
According to opinion polls, over 80%
of the population now support Repeal.
But there is also a growing movement
of young people who want to be active
on this issue, who know that history
is on their side and who are no longer
prepared to wait for our backward
political establishment to catch up with
this broad support. They use creative
and bold actions to expose the hypocrisy,
such as the two women who tweeted a
detailed step-by-step account of their
abortion journey to the Taoiseach (Prime
Minister) two weeks ago and trended on
Twitter. Rosa’s campaigning approach
strikes a chord with this new generation
of activists.

Ruth Coppinger, Socialist Party TD, campaigning to repeal the 8th Amendment
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by charlie Jon
Maintenance Grants gone in latest attack
on poorest students.

T

he removal of Maintenance Grants is
now in effect. George Osborne declared
that the grants were ‘unaffordable’ and
said that there was ‘[a] basic unfairness in
asking taxpayers to fund grants for people
who are likely to earn a lot more than
them’. The cost of the Maintenance Grant
was last calculated to be £1.57 billion a
year, undermining Osborne’s comment
that they were ‘unaffordable’. To put this in
context, Trident, which parliament recently
voted to renew, is thought to cost at least
£31 billion with an extra £10 billion put
aside to cover extra costs. That’s not to
mention further cuts to corporation taxes
for big businesses.
At less than £2 billion, it seems baﬄing to
assess such an essential as ‘unaffordable’.
Furthermore, the idea that current
students are likely to be earning ‘large
salaries’ when they graduate seems to have
no factual grounding at all, especially when
we consider the level of debt students are
now in.
Salaries in the graduate job market are
stagnating and it seems unlikely that
present or future graduates are going to
be making more than their predecessors.
Ultimately, the reasoning behind the
scrapping of Maintenance Grants is false.
This move only succeeds in increasing the
gap between those who can afford an
education and those who cannot.
But statistics aside, what does the
abolition of the Maintenance Grant actually
mean for a student attending university? I
am one of the students on the maximum
£3,387 a year. For me, this covers my rent
for the year with a whole £7 left over. This
is a house that I share with three other
people in a student-dominated area of

Birmingham, and is one of the cheapest
options available.
This means that all of my utilities, living
costs, supplies for the year (text books
are surprisingly expensive), travel, social
occasions and everything else I need for
the next academic year, either comes
out of a private loan (the average private
debt of students is now £2,600) or from
a part-time job. With the elimination
of the Maintenance Grant, there has
been concern that students from lowerincome families will be put off from
attending university. I will graduate with
approximately £40,000 worth of debt from
my standard three-year-course. £40,000
is a large enough debt to scare anyone of
any age, let alone a seventeen-year-old
with minimum financial experience. Now,
a student following the exact same route
I have, will be facing nearly £10,000 more
debt than me. It is easy to see how £50,000
worth of debt could scare away a teenager
from wanting to stay in education.

Debt
Many students attempt to reduce the
amount of debt they accumulate by
getting a part-time job while studying. The
problem with this option is that finding a
job is increasingly difficult. Often students
are found to be working minimum wage
jobs such as delivering flyers, promoting
nightclubs, and working unsociable hours
in bars and fast-food restaurants (this
sometimes comes with the added bonus of
permanent grease-burn scars). These jobs
are often unsafe and involve being out late
at night, which is understandably difficult
for some.
The third option then, is to not go to
university, and alternatively pursue an
option such as an apprenticeship (paying
£3.30 an hour) or go into full-time
employment, often in low paid or insecure

work. It’s a bleak outlook.
Unsurprisingly, this has not been the only
recent attack on what some institutions
appear to see as “less desirable” students.
At the end of last year, the Government
announced that they would be cutting
Disabled Students Allowance, instead
shifting the responsibility of funding to
individual universities. DSA essentially
gives funding to students with mental and/
or physical difficulties who experience
unique barriers in their education. The
funding goes towards things like specialist
software, note-takers, and mental health
mentors. A student from Birmingham who
receives DSA wrote this about what its
removal means to him earlier this year,
saying that:
“Without DSA, I would not have been
able to go to university. I would not be
studying for an MSci Mathematics degree.
[…] Above all else, I would not have met
the many good friends I have here, who
have made my years at university so far
probably the best of my life.”The changes
to DSA affecting mentally ill teenagers (a
large portion of which are LGBTQ+) and
teenagers with physical impairments, black
and ethnic minority students, and student
carers or young parents – will see many of
these groups increasingly left behind or
left out. The class divide is set to become
stronger than ever.
The scrapping of Maintenance Grants is
an abhorrent move by the government, and
yet it is only one move in a wider picture
of educational upheaval. The continuing
fight for a system of free education is more
important than it has ever been, and it will
only be through ambitious coordinated
action; through protests, strikes, tenancy
unions and direct action that we will be
able to reverse vicious cuts like these and
win against this government.
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Liverpool Socialist
Students Report
by Ben, Bolton

The last academic year was one of
the busiest for Liverpool Hope Socialist
Students as the membership swelled to
around 30. Well attended weekly meetings with varied topics on contemporary
issues and historical struggle, has been
the foundation on which the society has
flourished. Campaign stalls run by the society have also garnered a good amount
of attention. There is always an enthusiastic response to our petition calling for
the right to free education at every level.
Hope Socialist Students took part in a
Question time event in the lead up to the
EU referendum. The panel consisted of
Luciana Berger - Labour MP for Liverpool
Wavertree, Socialist Party member Tony
Mulhearn, Angela Samata - BBC Journalist and Dr Joe Greener - Lecturer in
Social Policy at Hope. Outrageously, the
student union at Hope tried to prevent
us from holding a stall outside. But in
the end they were unable to stop us as,
particularly after hearing Tony speak, the
audience flocked to the stall with keen
interest.
At the University of Liverpool (UoL) and
Liverpool John Moores (LJMU), there
are also meetings being held once a
week on different topics. Our campaign
stalls are often very well received, including one that was held outside the
LJMU library which was suddenly inundated with trainee paramedics who had
just come out of their lectures, expressing interest in our campaign to defend
junior doctors.
This year all three Socialist Studentsgroups (at UoL, LJMU and Hope) will be
working closely together on issues affecting students at each university and providing support to each other. With more
boots on the ground we hope to have an
extremely active and successful year.

Cardiff Socialist
Students Report by
Katie Sydney
This year Cardiff University Socialist
Students (CUSS) has become the most
active and recognisable political society on campus. Growing from only four
members last year, the society now has
an active and committed core of more
than 15 members, who regularly attend
meetings, stalls, and demonstrations. At
the beginning of the year, CUSS organised two successful housing marches,
calling for an end to agency fees and
student exploitation by landlords. The
society went onto have numerous successful interventions locally, as well as
independently organising an occupation
to stop a meeting organised by ‘men’s
rights activist’ Roosh V, whose misogynistic views included advocating the legalisation of rape on private property.
CUSS has organised alongside other left
wing political societies on a number of
issues, and played a leading role in setting up an anti-Trident student campaign. We are optimistic that next year
the society will again go from strength
to strength, and that we will continue to
fight for socialist change.

socialist
students
Text to Join!

Text your name and the
name of your university or
college to 07749379010 and
we’ll put you in touch with
your local organiser.

WHO ARE SOCIALIST
STUDENTS?

Socialist Students
organises in
universities, colleges
and schools all over
the country. We have
groups on over 40
campuses – which
meet regularly to
discuss and debate
the politics of
changing the world.
But Socialist Students
does more than
just discuss. We are
active in the struggle
to change things.
We organise and
mobilise students to
defend education,
ﬁght war and racism
and to campaign
on a wide range of
other issues relevant
to our members.
We organise
democratically, and
host regular national
meetings and events.
Join us and get
involved!
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by Nate Norma
“After the BBC has gone on about this
new National Living Wage and it being
such an improvement for us, why is it
that I still get less than a ﬁver an hour?”
This was the question I was asked by
my co-worker, Jordan, in the staﬀ room
upstairs in McDonalds, where we work.
“I don't know mate,” was my re-

onalds worker

ents and McD
ria socialist stud

sponse, “but Maria’s been telling me her
assigned hours each week have been
going down ever since May, when they
hired new staﬀ. At least neither of us
have children at home to take care of like
she does.”
Another of our co-workers, Jade, then
pointed out: “It’s the nature of these ze-

ro-hour contracts. When it suits the company to keep those of us who’ve been
here for ages working full-time, they can
do it. When they can get the same job
done by a younger worker for a couple
of quid less every hour, of course that’s
what they do. They don’t have to give us
any hours if they don’t want to.”
This was a conversation I had with two
co-workers in June as I was preparing to
clock in for a night shift.

A Living Wage for All
Unless rent, food prices, and all other living costs are to be lower for young people,
why would the minimum wage be? The
hourly £7.20 “National Living Wage” that
George Osborne and Ian Duncan Smith
announced earlier this year does not apply to workers under 25.
What’s more, as many campaigns and
trade unions have pointed out, the ‘National Living Wage’ is not very liveable.
While technically higher than any previous minimum wage in the UK, this is only
true by a slither when taken in proportion
to rent, rates and the real costs of living.
Rent inflation across the UK from January

2011 to June 2016 was 12.8%! This outpaces the average pay increases brought
to minimum wage workers aged over 24
by the so-called National Living Wage.
Public anger against the new £7.20 rate
being presented as a great improvement
for low income workers has played a part
in increasing support for the demand for a
minimum wage of £10hr now. Campaigns
– including ‘Fast Food Rights’, which includes the Bakers’ Union (BFAWU) and
Youth Fight For Jobs – call for a £10 hourly
minimum wage for all workers, whatever
their age. The campaign is present in
many cities and towns through the UK –
there’s a good chance there's one in your
area! Coordinating with other organisations and unions, Youth Fight for Jobs and
fast food rights are proactively organizing
petitions, protests, and other actions,
fighting for a genuinely liveable national
minimum wage.
It is not only young workers who will
be harmed by the minimum wage's age
discrimination, but older workers as
well. Older workers will find it more difficult to keep their jobs and to find new
work when a younger employee costs
the employer less to hire. And lucky for
thrifty employers across the country, over
800,000 British workers are on zero-hour
contracts! That number is quickly rising.
As the name implies, a zero-hour contract
means the employer is under no obligation to give their employees any work at
all, but can give the employees as many or
as few hours as they please. So an employ-

er wishing to save a bit on the quarterly
balance sheet needs not formally sack
anyone, instead they can simply cut the
hours of workers to whom they have to
pay the higher rate minimum wage. This
shows how important it is that workers of
all ages unite and organise to fight for £10
an hour for all. It’s only when we stand
together that we have a chance of beating the bosses and winning decent wages,
conditions and job security for all.

Zero Patience for Zero
Hours
Youth Fight for Jobs was set up in 2009
because of the diminishing employment
opportunities for young people and increasing government cuts. As well as
fighting for £10hr it has staged a multitude of actions targeting austerity, low
income levels, and casualisation. Of the
three central demands the Youth Fight for
Jobs campaign, as seen on their website,
the scrapping of zero-hour contracts is the
first. Actions including demonstrations,
protests, and even strikes have been taken
against zero hours contracts by YFJ, often
in coordination with such unions as Unison, the National Shop Stewards Network
(NSSN), Unite, and the Bakers Food and
Associated Workers’ Union (BFAWU) over
the past three years.
The food service and hospitality industry is statistically the worst industry for
zero-hour contracts, particularly in such
chains as McDonalds and Wetherspoons.
But what’s really shocking is that for the

first time education is now the second
most common sector for zero-hour contracts! This is particularly shocking when
you consider that universities actually
have a sector-wide £1.8 billion surplus.
The casualisation taking place in colleges
and universities nationwide is a result of
the constant attempts to corporatise our
education system. This is one of the latest
symptoms of endless neoliberal reform,
but a much greater step down this road
is now being attempted with the Higher
Education Bill, which has already had several hearings in parliament and will likely
be voted through late this autumn.
Socialist Students stresses the need for
co-ordinated action by university students
and staff across the country in order to
stop the HE Bill, and to push back against
casualisation.

Youth Fight For Jobs
Campaigns for:
•

A minimum wage of £10hr for all
workers

•

An end to ‘youth exemptions’

•

Scrap zero-hour contracts

•

Guaranteed hours and full employment rights

•

Paid sick leave and holidays

•

Trade union rights for all workers
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Socialism, feminism and intersectionality are all being discussed within
the student movement at the moment. Here, Lola Ogunsanya offers a
contribution to the debate on the relationship between socialist, Marxist
and intersectionalist ideas.

R

ightly or wrongly, the perception
some people have of Socialism has
been that of the white working class
man organizing and fighting against
their exploitation by the white male
Capitalist. Intersectional ideas, very
broadly, try to help us consider the specific experiences of oppression caused
by a complex racist, patriarchal, Capitalist system towards, for example, racial
minorities, the LGBTQ+ community and
the disabled. However, more recently
there has been resistance against a focus on individual categories of injustices
and accusations that intersectionality
has, in fact, become another form of
identity politics; dividing activists and,
with the best of intentions, distracting
us from the overall class struggle. By
looking briefly at the history of some
of these ideas, we make the case that
an understanding of intersectionality in
practice (as opposed to just in theory)
can help with opposing division, be a

tool for gaining greater knowledge of
how people are affected by different
forces of oppression based on their specific social and material experience, and
a tool for building a movement through
and with these various experiences. We
argue that this approach both informs
and invigorates the Socialist movement
towards a politics of unity that might begin to destroy these different branches
of oppression, and overcome the very
Capitalist system that relies on them.

Foundations
It is first important to revisit some of
the foundations of intersectionality in
order to grasp why it can be so useful
for socialist practice. Intersectionality
is a social theory that looks at the specific experiences a person may have and
how these different experiences interact and cause new and multiple oppres-

sions. For example, an non-EU woman
in temporary employment may face
racial discrimination towards people
of colour, non-EU visa conditions, gender discrimination that may mean such
work pays less, and an insecure casual
contract. Understanding these complexities, and that such complexities create
new and unique experiences, is in fact
of very practical importance if we want
to change that situation for the better.
‘Intersectional’ ideas are often traced
back to the 1960s and 1970s, to black
feminists who critiqued the exclusionary
nature of a white feminist movement
that failed to address the issues they
faced, but can be traced throughout the
history of the Women’s movement – in
1851 Sojourner Truth gave the famous
speech remembered for the line ‘ain’t I
a woman?’ at the US Women’s Conference in Ohio; and also from the origins
of Marxism – when Marx and Engels explained that working class women face

‘double oppression’.
The term ‘intersectionality’ was coined
by Kimberlé Crenshaw, who drew attention to the extent to which issues
of gender and race were considered
separately and independently in US law.
From the early 1990s the ideas of intersectionality were increasingly discussed
in the feminist movement, leading to
growing consideration of the experiences of minorities in the women’s movement. Despite continued controversy,
the growth of intersectional thinking
has helped feminism reach out to a
greater number of people with a wider
range of experience, and, at its best, led
to a more inclusive movement, more effective in campaigning as more people
become involved. For example, the 2015
#MyFeminismIs campaign started by
Ms. Foundation for Women, was hugely successful in attracting people from
all backgrounds to talk about different
feminist issues through the internet using twitter and various youtube videos;
central to their reach and success was
their commitment to intersectional ideas. During this campaign many claimed
to have never supported feminism as
they felt excluded from the movement;

it is crucially important that we develop
a practice through and with people’s
experiences. Class division, in all of its
complexities, remains the central division of our times, one in which all other
struggles are hopelessly wrapped up in.
Racism, for example, has deep roots in
the historical development of the Atlantic slave trade. In ancient Europe it
was common for black people to live
amongst white Europeans, and in Ancient Rome in the second century AD
there ruled a black emperor, Septimius
Severus. Even during the early stages
of the slave trade, the racial divide was
not so clear, with the majority of those
enslaved in North America in the early
1600s being white as they were cheaper
to buy. Racism and the technologies of
slavery developed over time as African
slaves became cheaper and it was increasingly economical for landowners to
use large numbers of Africans as labourers. At this point it became increasingly
useful for them to ingrain the ideology
of racial superiority in order to justify the
growing brutal oppression. As this was
still a period of time when white servants and black slaves worked together
in plantations, it was especially important to creating racialised divisions that
would prevent white servants and black
slaves revolting together. This historical
background shows that although slavery
was originally a means for cheap labour,
it contributed to a racist branch of oppression in a very particular historical
context that reproduces itself to this day.

Class

however, the focus on individual experiences made it more relevant to them.
Intersectionality can therefore similarly
contribute to the Socialist movement by
its focus on the different ways people
are oppressed by Capitalism, an emphasis entirely consistent with Marxist principles and the best Socialist practices.

Unity and solidarity
Bringing together a diversity of people is essential to class struggle, and so

In Britain working class solidarity is
desperately needed. We have seen historic austerity and welfare cuts hitting
the most vulnerable people in society.
Incredibly, 33% of people in paid work
are now in poverty or insecure temporary employment. It is well known that
austerity has especially affected women, people of colour, the disabled and
the mentally ill. According to the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation, in 2015 15.7%
of white men were paid less than the
living wage, whilst 57.2% Bangladeshi
men were on similar poverty wages. The
foundation also state that approximately 70% of people in national minimum
wage jobs are women, and that black
women's employment was 16% lower
than white women’s. There is a dangerous culture of bigotry and discrimination being propagated by the media and
by pro-capitalist politicians, which has
worked to further tensions and distrust

between people. This division counts
against collective power to defeat the
Tory government, and aids the growth
of parties such as UKIP who have successfully used scaremongering to attract
voters.
Class based solidarity must be shown
in all ways. For example our academic
trade union, UCU, as well as focusing
on the pay and pensions of the most
secure staff must also fight ongoing
casualization of the workforce. 54% of
all academic staff are now on insecure
contracts.
So are Socialists intersectional? We
should be, and we are well placed to
be. We work with people with a range
of experiences of capitalism, and understand that we all have multiple and various oppressions. For example, creating
discussion groups and safe spaces that
encourage people with certain experiences to organise and speak out. These
groups can help us further understand
how capitalism works to oppress certain groups and what actions could be
taken to dismantle these oppressions in
their context. This could lead to greater
inclusivity in Socialist groups, increasing
numbers and therefore effectiveness
of campaigning. Again, solidarity works
both ways. Another way that we could
embrace intersectionality is by making
contacts with groups fighting specific
oppressions and helping them with activities such as demonstrations or other
protest activities. This will help us to
create links with a number of groups
that can help increase the numbers and
the power of campaigns. An example of
successful group affiliations is the Black
Lives Matter movement who made connections across the black and LGBTQ+
communities in the U.S. and beyond;
with LGBTQ+ BLM activists recently
shutting down Toronto pride demanding local community spaces, full rights
to self-determination, better representation of all marginalized groups, and
space at the town hall for all marginalized groups to be able to come together
and make decisions. This inclusive approach has helped bring thousands to
Black Lives Matter protests across the
world, but has also politicised a generation of young people many of whom are
then drawn to socialist ideas. As socialists we should seek to bring together
such tendencies, building a politics of
solidarity through a celebration of mutual differences. Something we can all
be a little better at.
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S

ocialist Students stands in solidarity
with students in struggle across the
world; because of this at our national
conference in February we received
solidarity greetings from several international socialist student organisations. One of these was from Trevor
Shaku who is the National Organiser
for the Socialist Youth Movement in
South Africa and a member of the
Committee for a Workers International, CWI. There is a long tradition of student struggle in South Africa especially
in HBUs (Historically Black Universities)
which were dominated for years by
the fight against Apartheid but since
the end of that oppressive and racist
system, introduction of black majority
rule and the rise of the ANC the struggle has shifted toward the conditions
in which university students find themselves in. This has come to the forefront recently with the massively successful #feesmustfall protest that has
swept across the nation and has had
echoes even here in the UK over the
past year. After several early victories,
culminating in the remarkable achievement of forcing the ANC government
to freezing the planned tuition fee hike

for a year, the activists have vowed to
carry on fighting for free and accessible
education, and end to police brutality
and ultimately the end of the capitalist
system that is focused entirely on profit
and providing for the richest in society.
This was by far the biggest movement
of students since apartheid and helped
to place a spotlight on the massive inequalities and class divide present in
South African society. This divide is no
longer primarly between black and
white, but rather between the 1% and
the 99%, between the working class and
the ruling class. It is estimated that just
2 individual billionaires control the same
amount of wealth as the bottom 50% of
the population.

Fee Hike
After the announcement of the rise of
tuition fees, in some cases by up to 12%,
hit campuses in October of last year,
protests sprang up across the country
and students joined local campus protests. Before long they were present at
all major universities. These were joined
by solidarity protests from across the
world, particularly in the UK. The #Fees-

mustfall hash tag became an outlet for
anger and frustration by the students on
social media and began to trend shortly
after. This movement was able to strike
a crushing blow to the advances in marketisation that the ANC were trying to
make, forcing them to back down in
a victory that has given students real
strength and determination to continue.
An important tactic of the campaign was
uniting the casualised and outsourced
workers on campuses and linking the
struggle of workers and students, providing a united front against the government in the face of ongoing attacks on
both groups. This has led to brutal repression at the hands of the police, and
encouraged by the ANC regime. Dozens
were arrested and many more injured
in clashes with the police but it failed to
stop the struggle.
What is unique about this movement
is that unlike previous spontaneous
student actions, #feesmustfall organically developed in the HWU (Historically
White Universities) and although it has
spread across every institution, its roots,
in areas with much less of a radical tradition, show a marked step forward in the

consciousness of young people in South
Africa. HBU’s have been underfunded
and under-supported for decades, and
had become a home for working class
black students, and a hotbed for po-

apartheid regime. The ANC and their
agents at universities across the country came down hard on student activity, and 23 students were arrested and
charged with severe and trumped up

litical activity, markedly different to the
HWUs. These traditionally white institutions, have also, in the 20 years since the
merger of historically black and historically white institutions, seen an influx of
middle class black students. This has led
to a change in the racial and economic
profile of their student bodies. So although the political actions that started
off the movement seem spontaneous,
they are not happening in a vacuum.
The economic and social situation in SA
had been simmering underneath the
surface for a long time, and it took the
wrong attack by the ruling class, in the
wrong section of the working class to
spark a reaction that they are no longer
able to ignore.

charges including treason and public
violence, a charge that carries a 5-year
prison sentence. The courts also cracked
down on the official student organisations the SA Student Congress (Sasco)
and Pan African Students Movement
(Pasma) as well as making legal history
by citing #feesmustfall as a respondent
itself. Locally, on campuses several other
groups were banned or had their activity severely curtailed.

ANC crack down
The ANC government has cracked down
on dissent across South Africa since
coming to power, and the #feesmustfall
campaign has not escaped this. The protesters have faced heavy police repression and brutality and have seen several
leading activists arrested and heavy fines
and punishments handed out. After the
first protests sparked at the by University of the Witwatersrand, in Johannesburg the wave of activity spread across
campuses and culminated in nationwide
protests and a 3000 strong march on
Parliament Building in Cape Town on
21 October last year. Students, workers
and young people were met with baton
wielding riot police and tear gas. Activists likened this reaction to that of the
kragdadigheid (authoritarianism) of the

Activists organised Marches, mass rallies and pickets along with the occupation of several important buildings.
These tactics, thanks to the mass participation of young people across campuses across the country, meant that a
massive victory was won. A fresh and
politically engaged student movement
has grown out of this campaign with
the Socialist Youth Movement playing a
prominent role. It has widened its scope
now to include the struggle against
casualisation on campuses. It is also interesting to note that the #feesmustfall
movement is a massive step forward in
consciousness. It transcends the racial
aspect of past struggles, has developed
into a relatively disciplined and well organised movement and has been able to
maintain a certain independence from
the shackles of existing student organisations or and their political parties.

#Outsourcingmustfall
It has been almost a year now since
the 10 days of intense activity that lead
to the great victory of these working

class student campaigners, and since
then they have continued to protest
and occupy, march and rally for free
education, an end to police brutality
as well as supporting the struggle to
stop the outsourcing of campus workers jobs with the launch of the #outsourcingmustfall campaign initiatiated
by the SYM and the Workers & Socialist Party (WASP). The recent elections
in South Africa show that the old guard
of the ANC and the Tripartite Alliance
are being increasingly challenged and
that a new era of political struggle is
beginning. In August of this year the
ANC received less than 60% in the local
elections, losing control of several large
cities and leaving 27 councils nationwide with no overall control which is
unprecedented since the fall of apartheid and the 20-year domination of the
ANC. This has put the possibility of the
ANC losing its ruling national majority
in the 2019 general election. The Right
wing, pro-capitalist, Democratic Alliance, while gaining 27% of the vote are
yet to truly challenge for power, their
percentage of the vote being attributed
to a heavy decline in turn out, as opposed to a genuine ideological breakthrough. The EFF, the third largest party
and important as they were led by Julius Malema, expelled President of the
ANC youth League and portrayed by
the media as the radical alternative to
the ANC, failed to make the gains they
predicted, and languish at around 8%
of the vote, failing to win a single council.
These developments are important,
they show an increased dissatisfaction
for the capitalist status quo, working
class people moving into struggle outside of traditional organisations that
comprise the Tripartite Alliance and the
beginnings of a collapse in the support
for what many accepted as being Mandela’s legacy. There is a realisation that
in order to finish what he started, that
South Africa must finish the struggle by
not just overthrowing apartheid but also
the capitalist system that his holding
them down, exploiting them and allowing so few people hold so much wealth
and power. A fundamental change in
society is needed, from the written
shackles of capitalism to the boundless
possibility of a democratic socialist society. The Socialist Youth Movement is set
to play a key role in advancing the ideas
of genuine socialism amongst students
and young workers across South Africa.
And as they say in Johannesburg the
#WorkingClassMustRise.
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